A multiple choice experiment with free flying bees trained to a color signal is described which allows for multidimensional scaling of color similarity. The choice proportions are analysed by metric (Torgerson 1958) and non-metric (Kruskal 1964a, b) multidimensional scaling. The light reflected from the twelve color signals used differed in spectral composition, intensity, and the proportion of white light. Only two scales are necessary to reconstruct the experimental data. The interpretation of the scale values by Helmholtzcoordinates, derived from the chromaticity diagram for bees, shows that the main perceptual parameters are hue and saturation (or blue/greenness and UV/blue-greenness, respectively). Brightness is ignored by the bees in this choice situation. The total color difference is related to the differences on the two perceptual parameters by the city-block metric (Minkowski exponent p = 1).
Introduction
Multidimensional scaling (reviews Ahrens 1974; Davison 1983 ) has been used successfully in human psychophysics for the determination of the dimensions and the metric of color perception (Torgerson 1951; Kruskal 1964a; Indow and Ohsumi 1972) . Human color vision is Euclidean and three dimensional. The perceptual parameters are interpretable as blue/yellowness, red/greenness, and brightness dimension (Helm 1964) . The subjective color orders derived from the scale values are very similar to the Munsell color system, which gives the subjective order of colors with respect to hue, saturation and brightness. Bees have a trichromatic color vision system to which the GraBmannian laws apply, as Daumer (1956) showed with mixing experiments. In dual choice tests, bees ignore differences (up to 1 : 4) in intensity of two color signals if they are trained to spectral lights (Daumer 1956; Helversen 1972 ). However, bees are able to discriminate intensity differences, as shown by their spontaneous phototactic choice behavior with respect to spectral lights of different intensities ! (AI/I = 0.135 for a threshold discrimination of 65% in a dual choice test, and a reference light intensity of 3.6W/m2; Labhart 1974; see also Menzel and Greggers 1985 , for wavelength dependence and absolute sensitivity). This means bees are able to discriminate the intensity of two lights significantly if the lights differ in intensity by 13.5%. Helversen (1972) measured the threshold increments for wavelength (2) discrimination in bees with spectral lights (A2 = 4.5 nm at 490 nm for 70% correct choices in a dual choice test). Lieke (in press) trained bees to white light and showed that they discriminate it very well from a mixture of white (Iw) and seven different spectral lights Iz [Iz/(I~ + Iw) = (1-12)% for 62% correct choices in a dual choice test].
As-in other animals, color perception in bees can be analysed only indirectly from the frequencies in choice experiments. The choice proportions can be taken as measure for color dissimilarity, because bees can easily be trained to color signals and are highly motivated in color choice experiments. Their color choice behavior is constant in time; the variance of the proportions estimated in a large series of tests do not differ from the variance of a binomial distribution (Helversen 1972) . They also choose the trained color up to 100%, if the alternative is different enough. If bees are trained in the reverse experiment to the alternative color signal, the choice proportions are nearly the same, although small asymmetries exist (Daumer 1956; Menzel 1967; Helversen 1972) . Larger asymmetries, however, exist in the violet-blue region (Werner and Menzel 1984) . In our experiment we worked with twelve simultaneously presented color signals in the blue-green region where the choice proportions are nearly symmetric.
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The adequate experimental and mathematical method to investigate color similarity relations in animals and humans is the method of triads (Torgerson 1958) . One color signal of a triple of signals (triad) is trained and the other two are tested in a dual choice experiment. The method of triads means that every one of n color signals is trained, and the remaining are tested in n(n-1)(n-2)/2 dual choice experiments; i.e., 660 tests are needed for twelve colors. However, the results of dual choice experiments are also derivable from a multiple choice experiment (Guilford 1937) . We tested this for bees by direct comparison of the derived dual choice proportions with proportions measured in dual choice experiments. This reduces the data collecting time drastically; twelve color stimuli can be investigated by twelve simultaneous tests. With his method of triads, Torgerson (1958) gave an extension of Thurstone's (1927) law of comparative judgment (Case V). Torgerson postulated that the proportions measured in a triadic experiment correspond to the difference in the perceptual distances between the trained color signal and the color signals of the pair tested. In accordance to Thurstone's one dimensional "Case V", the difference of the two perceptual distances compared is assumed to be the probability transform [z-value (2, 3)] of the measured proportions. The method of triads determines the n(n-1)/2 comparative distances between n stimuli from the n(n-1)(n-2)/2 observed corresponding proportions by a least square solution. Since each of the distances is n-2 times over determined, the method of triads compensates experimental errors.
The matrix of comparative color distances is analysed by metric and non-metric scaling procedures (Torgerson 1958; Kruskal 1964a, b) to find the metric and the number of dimensions of the perceptual space which allows to calculate the color distances from the derived perceptual scales.
Methods

Experimental Arrangement
A vertically arranged round plate (~l.2m) was mounted with its centre axis (1.5 m above ground) on a stand in such a way that it could be rotated. A bee was trained to three identical color signals in three fixed positions with different distances from the centre of the plate (Fig. 1) . The plate was rotated around its axis in several positions in order to train the individually marked bee to the color signal independently from the position of the signal. In the test situation the twelve color signals in three groups of four were presented simultaneously. The three small round plates and the Fig. 2 ). During training the rewarded color signal T appears on three places outside the three groups of four color signals, and the one place of the trained color signal within one of these groups is covered by a disc of the same grey as the background. At the beginning of a test the three training color signals T are covered, the one within the group of four color signals uncovered, and the configuration is changed by rotating the big plate and the three small plates. The background screen and the three small plates are painted evenly grey large plate were rotated between the tests such that the absolute and the relative positions of the twelve signals were changed.
The color signals were round discs (~50 mm). Ten of the twelve signals used in the experiment were pigment paint on cardboard and two were glass filters (Shott and Gen., Mainz) on top of a sanded aluminium disc (see Menzel and Lieke 1983 for further details on the experimental arrangement). We chose the color signals such that they varied in their physical parameters over a wide range in spectral, white light, and total reflectance. On the other hand, we ensured in preliminary experiments that the chosen set does not appear too different to the bees, by testing the color signals most different in their physical parameters (Table 1) . The photon fluxes absorbed by the three receptors of the bee from the photon flux of the twelve color signals are presented as loci of color stimuli in the chromaticity diagram (Fig. 2) . We assume, that the receptors are adapted to the background light B in the center point. If the bee is adapted to daylight, the center point lies little left from stimulus 2.
Training
A group of bees (Apis mellffera) was trained from the hive 20 m south of the apparatus. These bees recruited new bees by their dances. When a new bee arrived, it was marked as the experimental bee and all others 
Tests
The bees were not fed during the tests and the three training signals were covered with grey discs. In order to maintain high motivational levels, all tests were limited to three minutes, after which the bee was fed again as described above. Tests were repeated 6-10 times. The bee was then taken away from the experiment and was marked as a normal collector bee. A videosystem recorded the choice behavior and the experimenter recorded direct approaches towards a color signal, touching it or landing on it, as a choice.
The tests were performed in two ways: multiple choice tests were those with all twelve color stimuli presented simultaneously, and dual choice tests with only two color signals, the trained one together with one out of the other twelve alternatives.
Results
Results of the Behavioral Experiments
Bees choose the color signals homogeneously across the round plate. Figure 3 a shows the flight trace of a three minutes record. The choices of the color signals were so obvious to the experimenter that we gave up the video recordings after we had established firmly, that a simultaneous protocol by the experimenter gave the same results as a blind evaluation of the video tapes. In Fig. 3 b the loci of a bee drawn every second during three tests after it was trained to color signal 10 is presented. Though the trained color signal lies in the lower half of the plate during the three tests, the bee searches homogeneous across the whole plate. The results of all multiple choice tests are given as relative choice frequencies in Fig had any influence on the choice behavior. We did not find any statistically significant differences (comparison of 95% confidence intervals) although there is a trend that relatively similar colors are somewhat better discriminated after differential training than after absolute training. These small differences have not been analysed further here, and are considered to be of little or no influence. The results of experiments with differential and absolute training were pooled. Multiple choice data have to be transformed into dual choice values if multidimensional scaling methods are to be applied. We therefore tested repeatedly whether the choice behavior depends on the test procedure for several pairs of color signals, in dual (one alternative) or multiple (eleven alternatives) choice tests. The choice frequencies of the multiple tests are converted into the corresponding dual choice proportions by dividing the frequencies for the trained color signal or an alternative respectively, by the sum of these frequencies and the frequencies of the particular alternative in turn (1). Figure 5 shows the comparison of all dual choice proportions with the corresponding dual choice proportions calculated from multiple choice tests. The scatter bars give the 95% confidence intervals. No statistically significant differences in the range of validity < 0.05 are found between the two test procedures. We conclude, therefore, that dual choice frequencies calculated from the choice values of multiple choice tests with bees are usable for multidimensional scaling. Furthermore, the color differences are 10 times overdetermined (see above).
We tested the symmetry of the choices by the calculated choice proportions corresponding to discrimination tests, where one of the tested color signals was the trained one. Close inspection of the reciprocal choice proportions listed in Table 1 shows that most of the results of the reverse tests were symmetrical within the scatter of the data (0.06) and only few (e.g. 9 vs. 10, 9 vs. 11, 5 vs. 8, 3 vs. 5, 2 vs. 6) are just above a difference of 0.12 to the mean proportions. These few asymmetries do not affect the color distances much, because of the 10 times overdetermination (for the calculation of color distances see (6)).
Determination of Color Distances
As an experimental result from the multiple tests, we obtained twelve choice frequencies for each of the twelve trained color stimuli. From these choice frequencies F, twelve 12 x 12 matrices P of equivalent dual choice proportions with respect to the trained color (triadic test/train combination) are calculated according to the method of choices (Guilford 1937) :
(1) (Fig. 4) . The abscissa gives the triads tested: The number of the trained stimulus is given in front. The two numbers behind the colon give the signal combination tested. The proportions correspond to the signal number left from the slash
The element kPU is the observed proportion of times color i was judged more similar to the trained color k than color j was judged. In the following, elements of matrices and vectors are denoted as small letters with indices. Small letters without index denote constants. Assuming the choice behavior of the bee to depend exclusively on the color signals, the choice proportions can be taken as measure for the difference of the dissimilarity between the trained color k and the two alternatives i, j in test. In order to get a linear measure according to the law of comparative judgment (Case V) (Thurstone 1927) the choice proportions are linearised by probability transformation into z-values which are defined by the inverse of the normal distribution function
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The dissimilarity of colors isrepresentable as distances (dki) in a multidimensional metric (perceptual) space (Minkowski space) (Krantz 1967) . The z-values, which are measured as choice proportions by the method of triads (Torgerson 1958) , are interpreted as the difference of the distances:
The true distances d~, representing the similarity between two colors, are determined as comparative distances h,j only up to an additive constant c which is not measurable, because c is subtracted in (4):
Calculating h~j from (5) in connection with (4) with different z-values, it is seen, that h~j is n-2 times overdetermined. The best estimate for elements of the matrix H of comparative distances is derived from the z-values as a least square solution:
The indices in front of the elements of Z indicate the trained color signal, the two indices behind denote the tested pair of color signals. The dot symbolises that all elements of Z with this index have to be averaged.
Multidimensional Scaling of Color Similarity
The models of multidimensional scaling (MDS) suppose the distances dij between two colors to be derived by a composition rule (metric) from the differences on d independent perceptual dimensions (scales) of a metric space (Minkowski space). The multidimensional scaling procedures determine these components in different dimensions with different metrics. From the Minkowski spaces tried, that one is taken as a mathematical representation of subjective color similarity which allows a good reproduction of the measured comparative distances h~j (metric MDS) or the rank orders of h o (non-metric MDS). The number of dimensions is kept as small as possible. The goodness of reproduction is determined by error measures (residua, stress) involved in the procedures used. Two different procedures are available. The metric procedure of Torgerson (1958) and the non-metric procedure of Kruskal (1964a, b) . The metric procedure solves the scaling problem exact in a Euclidean vector space. The comparative distances are expressed as scalar product between every two distance vectors from the trained color to the two tested colors. Since scalar products have the mathematical properties of correlation coefficients, it is possible to factorise the matrix of scalar products, i.e. the minimum number of scales is determined which allows to reconstruct the matrix of scalar products. The scale values give the magnitude of the perceptual color components (attributes) caused by the corresponding color stimulus (see Appendix I).
The non-metric procedure is an iterative procedure which extends multidimensional scaling to Minkowski metrics. The procedure begins with a starting configuration of scale values and tries to fit the rank orders of all measured distances dlj by changing the configuration step by step, calculating the distances from a Minkowski metric and determining the rank orders. The changes of the scale values are performed in the direction of steepest decent of the goodness of reproduction function (stress) until it becomes a minimum. Though the procedure only compares the rank orders of the distances, the results are metric scales (see Appendix II).
We applied both procedures to the distances measured in our experiment. All formulas used are given in the Appendices I, Ii. The mathematical operations are explained, so far it is necessary to understand the main steps of the procedures. Mathematical details can be found in the original publications of Torgerson (1958) and Kruskal (1964a, b) .
A flow chart of the .application of metric (Appendix I) and non-metric (Appendix II) procedures to our results of the multiple choice measurement of twelve color stimuli is given in Fig. 6 . First the comparative distance matrix H is derived from the measured choice frequencies F as described in Sect. 3.2. Then the metric procedure starts to estimate the number of dimensions d and to get a reasonable starting configuration for the non-metric procedure, better than a random one. The Messick and Abelson solution is used for the estimation of the additive constant (Messick and Abelson 1956, see Appendix I) . A typical scatter plot of the original distances and the distances derived from the scales computed in two dimensions is shown in Fig. 7 . The scales of the metric solution in two to four dimensions are then used as input for the non-metric procedure. For the one dimensional case there is no difference between the metrics with different exponents p.
Our computer programs (Fortran 77, Cyber 835) realised the numerical algorithms of the following authors: 1) method of triads and metric MDS, Torgerson (1958) , 2) Jacobi algorithm for eigenvalues and eigenvectors, Nash (1979) , 3) gradient method, Kruskal (1964a, b) ; a part of program (G) was implemented from Sixtl (1982) .
We checked our programs by model data taken from Torgerson (1958) and Sixtl (1982 calculations are very sensitive to the precision of small numbers, accuracy of the results was tested by double precision runs. No difference to single precision runs was found up to the order of 10-lo. It turns out that care has to be taken with the convergence criterion in the gradient method of Kruskal. By testing the convergence behavior of the S function with Kruskal's parameters in the gradient method applicated to our data we found a robust criterion for the absolute convergence to be that the last five values of the S function have not changed by more than 10-5.
Discussion and Conclusion
The normalized stress S is plotted against the Minkowski exponent p in Kruskal and Wish (1978) it is rarely necessary to add dimensions that reduce the value of S below 0.05. As it can be seen by comparison of the perceptual color configurations, the dominance solution (d = 3, p = 40) (Fig. 10 b) looks close to the city-block solution (d= 2, p= 1) (Fig. 10a) when the configuration of the dominance solution is rotated by ca. 45 ~ clockwise around the center-point. The accuracy analysis of the scale values was performed by a Monte-Carlo-simulation. In addition to the measured proportion matrix P, 100 proportion sets were generated randomly according to the Gaussian distributed empirical error (from the proportions per test) interval of the measured proportions. In 100 runs the generated proportions were taken as input for the metric procedure to calculate the scale values of the error range. The error bars drawn in Fig. 10a at color 9 represent the most probable error of the values calculated from the measured proportions. All other error bars (not drawn) are of the same order. This shows that the accuracy of multiple color choice experiments is good enough for multidimensional scaling of color similarity in agreement with an earlier performed error estimation by Monte-Carlo-simulation (Backhaus and Menzel 1984 ). It is open to interpretation which set of scales gives the better representation for color perception in bees. Since there exists no subjective color order system like the Munsell system for humans, and since we know that bees can discriminate spectral lights from each other as well as white light from mixtures of white and spectral light, we take the Helmholtz-coordinates hue, saturation and brightness for the color stimuli as possible estimates for the subjective order in three dimensions (Table 2) . Another interpretation would be blue/greenness, UV/blue-greenness, and brightness. A quantitative interpretation of the two scales as excitations of color opponent channels should be possible when the mechanisms of color opponency in bees have been worked out, which will be our next goal.
Hue is estimated graphically as absolute difference in wavelength from the chromaticity diagram for bees (Fig. 2 , see also Backhaus and Menzel 1987) . Saturation is calculated as the mixture coefficient assuming the color stimuli to be mixed from white and spectral light. Brightness is assumed to be equal to the sum of the tristimulus values of the color stimuli.
Let us first investigate the derived scales by correlation analysis. Between all possible combinations of Helmholtz-coordinates and scales, the ordinary and the partial correlation coefficients are calculated. From Table 3 , we see: 1. The Helmholtz-coordinates of the used color stimuli show an anticorrelation between saturation and brightness and a correlation between hue and brightness. Hue and saturation show no significant correlation. 2. The three derived scales are orthogonal. 3. The scales for p = 1 in the two dimensional case are interpretable as saturation and hue parameters. Brightness shows the same bad correlation to scale A as to scale B. 4. The scales ofp =40 for two dimensions show a bad correlation to brightness, too. The correlation coefficients do not differ much from the case d=2, p=l. This is reasoned in the rotation of ca. 45 ~ of the two configurations relative to each other (see above). 5. When we investigate the three dimensional case, we get the same results. Scale C is not interpretable and thus not necessary.
In case of three dimensions, it is possible that the three scales are not simply connected to a total color 302 difference by one metric but by a mixture of different metrics. Since step control of the iterative procedure is not designed for these more complicate cases, the procedure only converges for the case that A and B are connected by the city-block metric p = 1, and C only contributes if the total difference in A and B is smaller than the difference in C. The other case is, that A dominates the total difference in B and C (cityblock metric). In both cases, the function S is worse than in the normal three dimensional city-block case. Again, brightness is not interpretable with these solutions, too. If we would take UV/blue-greenness instead of saturation for the interpretation of the scales, the correlations should remain nearly the same; only the values for signals 1 and 2 will have little influence on the correlations. We cannot perform this interpretation quantitatively, because the excitation of a color-opponent system can not be calculated, yet. We are working on a color opponent model for bees at this time.
We conclude from these results that the bee ignores differences in brightness in color choice experiments of the kind used here, and rates differences in hue and saturation (or blue/greenness and UV/blue-greenness) high; this is consistent with the findings of Daumer (1956) and Helversen (1972) . This result does not exclude that bees perceive brightness differences of spectral lights, e.g. in phototaxis experiments as shown by Labhart (1974) and Menzel and Greggers (1985) . When they learn color signals at the feeding place, however, they make no use of the information about differences in brightness over a wide range. From the configuration (p=l, d=2) shown in Fig. 10a and Table 1 we read that a difference of 5 nm in hue or a difference of 40% in saturation leads to a significant (70% right choices) difference in choice proportion, respectively. The difference between the colors 8 and 12 is judged nearly equal as the difference between the colors 5 and 9. The colors 1 and 2 are judged as very different. This is in good agreement with the finding of Lieke (in press) who determined that beesare able to discriminate a mixture of white and spectral light very well from white light. The colors 4, 3, 11 lie very far to the right. This may indicate that saturation discrimination is hue dependent.
The experimental arrangement used in this study was designed to simulate natural color discrimination in the bluish-green region. We achieved this by chosing reflecting color discs with spectral reflection properties very similar to the natural colors of leaves and inanimate (anorganic) material like sand, ground, stones and by training free flying bees under natural daylight conditions. Therefore, we want to conclude that bees perceive colors in their choice behavior at the feeding place in such a way that the perceptual dimensions hue and saturation (or blue/greenness and UV/blue-greenness, respectively) are best suited to interprete their choice behavior. This suggests strongly that bees have a neural representation of color not basically different from our own subjective experience. Although it was shown with elegant experiments by Frisch (1914) that bees discriminate a blue color from a series of shades of bluish-greens which differ mainly in brightness, our study gives evidence to the first time that bees have true color vision with (own) perceptual dimensions other than the neural representations of differential excitations of the three spectral receptor types. Hue and saturation (or blue/greenness and UV/blue-greenness, respectively) are perceptual dimensions which are derived from the differential spectral input and its neural processing. Our analysis shows that not the spectral properties of the input directly but rather the derived dimensions best explain the color choice behavior in bees.
Appendix I
Metric Multidimensional Scaling
The metric model of Torgerson (1958) assumes a perceptual space to be Euclidean. The comparative distances h~j are expressed in this model as scalar products between every two vectors which represent the distance from the trained color to the tested colors i,j. For the compensation of measurement errors, the matrix of scalar products B' of rank n (number of stimuli) is constructed such, that the zero point of the scale values of the stimuli, which will be calculated below, lies at the center:
This implies, that Matrix B' may have negative eigenvalues and that always one eigenvalue is zero. The metric MDS procedure works direct with the metric distances dij which are known up to an additive constant c (5). The result of the procedure is sensitive on this constant. The iterative procedure of Messick and Abelson (1956) allows to calculate the additive constant c from the eigenvalues of the matrix of scalar products B' (7).
First, the elements of D are calculated from (5) with a trial value for c. The elements of D are taken as new comparative distances h'ij. The sum of the diagonal elements of B' is calculated as:
If B' is of rankd, the same result is obtained from the sum of the d largest eigenvalues tim (the remaining sum to zero) with help of the normalised eigenvectors Xm from:
vi~-=-l/n for i#j and vij=l-1/n for i=j.
The left sides of (8) and (9) are set equal to each other and the resulting quadratic equation is solved for c. The value of e which gives the greater value for the left side of (9) is taken as a better value for the additive constant in (5). The iterative procedure converges quickly, two iterations are mostly sufficient. Matrix B, the scalarproduct matrix corresponding to the true distances, is now factorised by the method of principal components (Hotelling 1933) ; i.e., a d xn matrix of rankd < n is desired, so that matrix B is reproduced by the matrix product of A and the transpose At:
The columns of matrix A are the orthonormal scales in d dimensions, which are calculated as the normalized eigenvectors of B times the square root of the corresponding eigenvalues (Uberla 1982) . The goodness of reproduction can be checked in terms of the residual matrix R:
m=l The sum of the squares of the elements of the residual matrix R gives a global measure for the goodness of reproduction. The lowest number of dimensions for which the reproduction is good enough is taken as the dimension of the perceptual space. "Good enough" means, in this context, that an increase in dimension changes the goodness of reproduction less than a decrease. The model distances D are calculated from the scales with the Euclidean metric: [" d \ t12 di,=~ ~__t (a,,,-ajm) 2) .
The goodness of reproduction can be shown graphically by plotting the original proportions [~ against the model proportions P(Z) derived from the model distances: 
Appendix II
Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling
The non-metric model of Kruskal (1964a, b) overcomes the restriction of a Euclidean structure. It starts with a more general composition rule, the Minkowski or p-metric:
where d~j is the preceptual distance, the elements of A are the scales in d dimensions, and p is the Minkowski exponent. Important special cases of the Minkowski metric are: City-block metric p = 1 (the absolute values of the differences on the scales are added). Euclidean metric p = 2 (straight geometrical distance in Euclidean space). Dominance metric p~oo (only the greatest difference on the scales contributes to the total difference). The problem is, however, to find the minimal number of scales d, which allows a good reconstruction of the original distances. At the moment there exists no exact solution like Torgerson's for the problem of finding the scales with the more general metric. The problem of finding the additive constant c is eliminated by normalising the scale values after each iteration step. That means, the stress function gives the relative difference in the rank orders of the measured distances and the model distances, which are not affected by an additive constant. Kruskal gave an iterative procedure, the method of steepest decent, which shall be used here. Starting from a random one, the configuration is modified step by step to minimise a goodness of reproduction function S (normalised stress): 
S=(S'/T') '/2
The new configuration x' is calculated from the old configuration x by multiplication with the normalised gradient g, which gives the direction of steepest decent of the stress function in d dimensions and a factor a, 6 iI are the Kronecker symbols (b ~l = 1 if i = l, 6 il = 0 if i+ l). The procedure has to be repeated many times, with different starting configurations because of convergence to local minima of S. For details of the algorithm see Kruskal (1964a, b) . Calculation time is saved when the metric solution is taken as starting configuration which should already be close to the absolut minimum of the normalised stress S.
